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When compared to traditional media, social media is a mere neophyte in the world of 

communication. However, due to its rapid growth, social media is now a critical public relations 

tool. Social media allows public relations practitioners to rapidly reach large audiences, making 

it particularly important for crisis communication. By definition, crises are novel, unpredictable, 

characterized by chaos, making immediate and deliberate central responses crucial (Lin, Spence, 

Sellnow, & Lachlan, 2016). And since it is an integral part of daily life, the public increasingly 

relies on social media to acquire and share information and context. Further, the public displays 

increasing interest in utilizing social media platforms during crises, suggesting that crisis 

managers need to learn how to best strategically optimize social media during crisis situations 

(Jin, Liu, & Austin, 2011). Social media has developed into a desirable platform during crises 

because it not only brings organizations and media together, but also invites publics into the 

conversation (Lin et al., 2016), encouraging two-way communication. Additionally, social media 

provides emotional support during and after crisis, enabling publics to band together online to 

share information and demand resolution (Jin et al., 2011). 

Another reason the attraction to social media has surged is the manner in which information 

is spread via social media. Users have shifted markedly from passive consumption to active 

participation in the news process (Lin et al., 2016), deciding which information from a variety of 

presented sources is noteworthy and credible. While social media is a significant force during 

times of crisis, many organizations have not yet embraced the medium, or are doing so 

unhurriedly, which is problematic in terms of success during crisis situations.  
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Hesitation about social media action by organizations is perhaps due to the lack of research-

supported best practices for using the medium. Public relations practitioners tend to feel 

uncertain about how to best utilize it, and are unwillingly to relinquish their comfortability with 

traditional and trusted media (Lin et al., 2016). While organizations hesitate to implement social 

media strategies, active social media users are assigning a higher level of credibility to social 

media coverage than to traditional media (Jin et al., 2011). Therefore, those organizations that 

refuse to utilize social media are assuming an additional risk in crisis situations, by only 

conveying messages through traditional media. Essentially, organizations no longer have a 

choice about whether they should employ social media, but they face a necessary choice about 

how to employ it (Jin et al., 2011).  

There are several examples of occasions when organization’s failed to properly utilize social 

media, consequently causing harm to their brand reputations. In 2014, Malaysia Airlines (MAS) 

received criticism from the public and public relations practitioners for not properly 

communicating via social media after the disappearance of Flight MH370. While MAS used 

social media to provide short messages, it did not appear as though the organization took grief 

into consideration. The problem was not that MAS did ignored social media – they used all 

platforms consistently – the problem was that they did not ensure their crisis communicators 

were part of the online conversation streams during the crisis, and they appeared out of touch 

with stakeholders’ needs (Derani & Naidu, 2016). 

Carnival Corporation is another entity whose reputation has been harmed following its use of 

social media during crises. After the Costa Concordia disaster in 2012, Carnival Corp. was 

criticized by public relations practitioners and many others for their late response. Their first 

Facebook and Twitter posts regarding the disaster came six days after the incident. Critics said 
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that the organization should have utilized social media to provide an upfront comment before 

going silent on all social media networks. Practitioners claim that Carnival Corp. missed an 

enormous opportunity to interact with the public in a time where people around the globe are 

more mindful and aware of crises, and are looking toward social media for information (Derani 

& Naidu, 2016). 

British Petroleum (BP) is a notorious example of failed social-mediated crisis 

communication. Especially after the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in April, 2010, which resulted 

in the deaths of 11 people, injuries, and decades-worth of environmental damage, journalists, 

public relations practitioners, and environmentalists criticized BP for not communicating clearly 

with the public. Like Carnival, BP took too long to respond to the crisis, tweeting for the first 

time seven days after the event. Instead of launching an ad campaign to repair their image, BP 

should have used social media quickly and immediately, and established a strategic social media 

plan (Derani & Naidu, 2016). Because of the way they chose to respond, BP permanently 

damaged its image.  

As such example illustrate, social media changed the landscape of contemporary media in 

terms of media accessibility and information-sharing, and affects applications of risk reduction, 

interventions, and crisis management (Lin et al., 2016). 

The difficulty in crisis communication is obvious, because with the rise of social media, the 

public has control of immediate and exaggerated responses (Lin et al., 2016). An additional 

challenge is posed when practitioners consider that issues emerging online are more 

unpredictable than issues that emerge offline, precisely because users have a number of social 

media platforms on which they can voice emotions and opinions. Crisis managers now have to 
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strategize about how to monitor and manage issues conceived and disseminated online (Jin et al., 

2011).  

One challenge is that anyone with a social media account has the ability to post, so 

misinformation should be vigilantly examined and countered. This is complicated by the fact that 

social media is personalized. Although the personalization of social media is attractive, it holds 

the potential to make individuals seek out information via social media that aligns with their 

prior notions, creating a stricter worldview and breeding trust of inaccurate information (Bratu, 

2016). This makes the dissemination of information by public relations professionals more 

challenging as they attempt to reach wide audiences during crises.  

Along the same vein as misinformation, rumors are likely to spread quickly with the rapid 

sharing of content on social media. Rumors are especially problematic during crises because the 

public prefers to accept the falsehood over the discomfort of knowing nothing (Lin et al., 2016). 

The rumors during the first few hours of the Sandy Hook shooting are one example. Traditional 

media did not receive much information in terms of specific details. Soon enough, a rumor was 

started that the shooter was Ryan Lanza, and his picture and name were widely circulated. 

Shortly after, it was clarified that the shooter was his brother, Adam Lanza, but not before people 

began harassing Ryan Lanza on social media (Lin et al., 2016). Rumors and false information are 

especially dangerous when tensions are high because of the likelihood of public responses on 

social media. However, because of the array of media and information on social media 

platforms, online communication occasionally self-corrects false rumors before organizational 

voices have the opportunity to react (Bratu, 2016). 

Crises are potentially more harmful than ever to an organization’s reputation, due to the fact 

that adverse public messages regarding the entity can create long-lasting effects (Bratu, 2016). 
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Social media comments are particularly harmful. Because of their long-term visibility, comments 

leave a lasting impact on the organization’s reputation even post-crisis. However, positive 

comments have the ability to assist in moderating reputational harm for the entity in crisis (Bratu, 

2016). 

Additionally, it is important to note that the social media landscape alters the traditional 

media function. The social media environment is not condusive to “gatekeeping,” a traditional 

media function, but rather, “gatewatching,” where the public and practitioners have no control 

over the gates through which media passes. Instead, the public and practitioners view 

information from a variety of sources that are communicated to a larger public audience, and 

then decide on the usefulness of that material (Lin et al., 2016). This allows a proliferation of 

non-credible sources mixed with credible information, posing a challenge to crisis 

communicators, especially at the peak of crisis, where accurate information is critical (Lin et al., 

2016).  

For this reason, the speed of information dissemination needs to be carefully considered. If 

information is spread too quickly or carelessly, the message quality is likely to be judged by 

publics in a negative manner – as incomplete, inaccurate, or misleading (Lin et al., 2016). 

However, if information is disseminated too slowly, as seen in the above examples, it is likely 

that the perception of the organization becomes callous, lacking empathy, and out-of-touch.  

The challenges posed by the rise of social media require standardized best practices for crisis 

communicators. Best practices are intended to improve an organization’s professional procedures 

for meeting publics’ needs regarding crisis information, actions, acknowledgement of emotional 

concerns, and fulfilling overall obligations during emergency management (Lin et al., 2016). 
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They emerge from research, experiments, applied research, and user-generated data (Lin et al., 

2016).  

There have been several efforts by researchers to develop best practices for public 

relations practitioners in order to optimize social media use during crises and prevent harm to the 

organization’s brand and reputation. Incorporating social media early and proactively, 

establishing a strong social media presence pre-crisis confirms authority for an organization and 

simplifies the correction of information from observers immediately (Bratu, 2016). Also, 

involving the public in conversations via social media allows information-sharing, commenting, 

and support (Lin et al., 2016). that makes public reaction immediately observable. 

Lin et al. (2016), developed a set of best practices that involve consideration of social 

media in crisis decision-making and policy development, active engagement in online dialogue, 

promotion of credible information, rapid message updates, and utilization of hashtags to control 

information-sharing. Researchers argue that if an organization promotes a hashtag, they need to 

heavily monitor it during crises to ensure that only useful and important information is shared. 

There is also a concern that important information might be buried under the posts of citizen-

users if the hashtag is not monitored closely (Eriksson & Olsson, 2016). 

The professionals sharing information about a crisis on social media need proper training 

in organizational protocol for social media during a crisis event. Employees should also be 

encouraged to retweet information from official accounts on their personal accounts (Lin et al., 

2016). Such updates require quick and efficient sharing. The public is more likely to act if they 

receive information, regularly, from an authoritative source. Accurate and rapid sharing of 

information from an organization also engenders a sense among the public that organization has 

its best interest in mind (Lin et al., 2016).  
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To gauge whether information is being shared rapidly enough, organizations should post 

updates frequently enough to be noticed and available to people searching during crises. Speed 

of information is crucial to public perception as social media users tend to believe the most 

updated newsfeeds are most relevant, contain breaking news, and consist of high-involvement 

issues (Lin et al., 2016).  

While prompt information-sharing is important, Lin et al. (2016) emphasized the need for 

consistent and continuous validation of sources by crisis communicators. The source of the 

message is extremely important, as is framing. In the social media environment, the source of the 

message determines credibility and trust, which in turn determine publics’ acceptance of 

responses (Jin et al., 2011). The way a message is framed will decide the meaning attributed to a 

crisis (van der Meer & Verhoeven, 2013). Publics are more likely to accept responses if 

organizations manifest integrity, fair-mindedness, and receptiveness in their messages. This 

approach also encourages publics to accept organizational information instead of turning to less-

reliable sources (Bratu, 2016). 

Lin et al. (2016) also emphasized the importance of collaboration before competition 

during times of crisis. Instead of viewing other agencies purely as competition, emergency 

managers should look at other agencies as partners in information dissemination. Crisis 

communicators should view the social media audience similarly, monitoring social media for 

gatewatchers and bringing them into the information-generating process (Lin et al., 2016). 

Another important tactic that practitioners are being encouraged to employ is replying 

regularly (even during non-crisis periods) to publics directly via social media. Replying to 

publics directly decries gossips and defends the entity’s reputation (Bratu, 2016). Responding to 

stakeholders’ concerns and questions provides greater clarity and helps preserve or enhance the 
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organization’s reputation (Roshan, Warren, & Carr, 2016). Even better is an organization that 

employs tools to exhibit empathy and understanding for publics and stakeholders. As citizen-

generated information becomes a frequent substitute for public relations-transmitted news, public 

relations messages should be posted directly to target audiences (Bratu, 2016). For example, 

organizations may employ a blog to post press releases, give advice, or share crucial information 

with publics.  

Many of the uses of social media for crisis management are unstructured and untested 

(Lin et al., 2016). However, there are many new ideas and strategies being studied and tested for 

future use. Several researchers have suggested that crises should be considered in three steps: 

pre-crisis, during, and aftermath (Lin et al., 2016) or pre-crisis, crisis, post-crisis (Maresh-

Fuehrer & Smith, 2016). New strategies are being determined in order to address crises 

effectively at all stages. Some of the emerging ideas include different models of communication 

and applications to aid crisis communicators. 

Jin et al. (2011) recommend a social-mediated crisis communication model (SMCC) 

grounded in relations among social media, offline word-of-mouth communication, and 

traditional media. This model attempts to aid crisis managers in deciding how to respond to 

influential content creators by examining the crisis origin and the crisis form and source (Jin et 

al., 2011). The model began as a blog-mediated crisis communication model, but was expanded 

to include all social media once the influence across platforms was apparent. Using blogs as an 

example, the model helps decide if and how to respond to influential bloggers before, during, and 

after a crisis. It is impossible to monitor across all of the blogs on the internet, which is exactly 

why such a model is necessary. Social media influentials are determined based on issue 

involvement and self-involvement (Jin et al., 2011). Jin et al. (2011) determined that social 
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media contributors exert the most influence when information credibility and authority are high, 

thereby affecting followers’ opinions by addressing informational and emotional needs of 

publics throughout crises. Though Jin et al. (2011) do not mention it, influential social media 

content generators also have the potential to reach outside their direct base, due to the “share” 

feature included in all social media formats. The SMCC model provides a matrix for evaluating 

social media’s influence and aids development of social-mediated crisis communication 

strategies (Jin et al., 2011). It also encourages organizations to carefully consider how the type of 

crisis affects publics’ acceptance of the crisis response. Examining the crisis origin allows 

practitioners to then develop a crisis message strategy, because the crisis origin affects the 

attribution of crisis responsibility (Jin et al., 2011). Publics tend to perceive crises that originate 

internally as more controllable than an externally originating crisis. Using the SMCC models and 

based on the attribution of responsibility, organizations can then decide how to act. Defensive 

strategies deflect responsibility and are less effective when organizations are viewed as 

responsible. But when an organization deals with an external crisis, defensive actions can be 

perceived at defending its stakeholders, which would be similar to advocacy (Jin et al., 2011). 

Accommodative actions emphasize image repair, and include ingratiation, corrective action, and 

full apology, which is the ideal course of action during an internal crisis (Jin et al., 2011). While 

this is a simple overview of some characteristics of the SMCC model, it displays promise as a 

tool for crisis communicators in the future for creating thoughtful critical crisis response 

strategies.  

Maresh-Fuehrer & Smith (2016) recommend two social media applications to utilize in crisis 

situations. SituMap and PhotoSorter are meant to increase the ease of information dissemination 

for crisis communicators, and to meet the needs of citizens during crisis situations. The 
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applications were initially developed in response to FEMA administrator Craig Fugate’s call for 

the creation of applications to facilitate communication between citizens, first responders, 

volunteers, the private sector, and government (Maresh-Fuehrer & Smith, 2016). These 

applications utilize Single Display Groupware (SDG), which is a computer program that enables 

several simultaneous users to share a single display that allows multiple input devices. SituMap 

permits maps of several crisis areas to be viewed at once, where users can pin locations, draw, 

search, attach text, bookmark, measure, or layer maps on top of each other. Users can generate 

URLs and send screenshots to personnel during crises. (Maresh-Fuehrer & Smith, 2016). 

PhotoSorter is a collaborative photo-sorting application meant to increase the speed at which 

media is received, collected, geolocated, and sorted. Multiple users work with the application to 

accept, view, map, discuss, and sort images and videos submitted from publics and stakeholders. 

The application creates a place for crisis communicators to sort images by topic, later accessible 

during a crisis for feedback and updates, or for potential legal matters (Maresh-Fuehrer & Smith, 

2016). 

Both applications share participation, openness, communication, and connectedness, which 

are crucial throughout crises. They enable communication across social media and traditional 

media to avoid inconsistency and provide information for journalists. Both are tools for 

accountability, reflection, and records of the organization’s attempts and to conduct preventative 

measures and actions taken during crises,  (Maresh-Fuehrer & Smith, 2016) and with the SMCC 

model, are examples for the future of crisis communication.  

Evidence suggests that the growth and popularity of social media launched it into a critical 

role for the future of public relations. If crisis communicators make the decision to not become a 

part of the social media forum, the dialogue surrounding crises will advance without the entity’s 
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view being heard (Bratu, 2016). In efforts to protect and maintain an organization’s reputation, 

social media must be employed and optimized before, during, and after crisis situations.  
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